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Abstract
During proton and carbon ions cancer treatment, nuclear interactions of the beamnuclei with the
patient tissues always occur: the former leads to target fragmentation only, the latter to both projectile
and target fragments production. In proton therapy the low-energy, high-charge and therefore short-
range fragments produced along the beampath in the target fragmentation processmay have higher
biological effectiveness compared to protons, resulting in a not negligible effect on the delivered dose
in a region before the tumor site. In carbon treatments the long range of projectile fragments results in
a dose deposition in the healthy tissues behind the tumor site. Therefore, precise fragmentation cross
section datawould be of great importance to further optimize treatments. At the same time, such data
would help improving the design of the shielding of spaceships, especially in view of long distance
travels (i.e.Mars human exploration). In fact, nuclear fragmentation occurring between the space
background radiation and spacecraftsmaterials changes the composition of the radiation field and
thus the dose received by the astronauts. The FOOT (FragmentatiOnOfTarget) experiment has been
designed to investigate nuclear fragmentation processes of interest for particle therapy and space
radiation protectionwith a precision in the cross sectionmeasurements around 5%. In this work the
physicsmotivations of FOOT and thefinal design of the experiment will be presented. A performances
study of the electronic setup based on FLUKAMonteCarlo simulations and a preliminary analysis of
experimental data are reported aswell.

1. Introduction

Today, the application of charged particle beams in cancer therapy is awell-established strategy and its
combinationwith surgery and chemotherapy is becoming an increasingly reliable approach for the treatment of
deep-seated solid tumors [1]. Currently, protons and 12C ions are used in clinical practice, due to their
characteristic depth-dose deposition profile featuring a pronounced peak (the Bragg Peak—in the following
referred as BP) at the end of the range. By changing the kinetic energy of the incident ions, the position of the
peak can be precisely shifted to the desired depth in tissue in order to deposit themajority of energy in
correspondence of the tumor sparing the healthy tissues surrounding it. Clinical energies typically span between
60 and 250MeV for protons and up to 400MeV/u for 12C ions, in order to cover a 15–35 cm range inwater and
deliver treatments to various disease sites.

Nuclear interactions between the primary beamand the patient’s body occur during treatment [2], leading
to the production of both beamand target fragmentation. Primary beam ions can fragmentate in lower atomic
number particles emitted along the beampathwith energy close to the one of the primary beam, thus
penetratingmore deeply and leading to a dose deposition tail beyond the BP [2]. Instead, the fragmentation of
the target nuclei produces low-energy and therefore short-range (order of 10–100μm) fragments isotropically
emitted in the target frame. Both the produced projectile and target fragments could affect the Relative
Biological Effectiveness (RBE, i.e. biological effectiveness of charged particles compared to therapeutic photons)
of the primary beam, thus contributing to biological damage.

In carbon ions treatments an increased RBE value in correspondence of the BP region (i.e. the tumor region)
due to the increasing beamLinear Energy Transfer (LET) [3] emerges. Such effect is related to the beam
fragmentation, whichmodifies the delivered dose distribution to the patient’s body.However,measurements
dedicated to the characterization of projectile fragments for several energy-target combinations of interest for
particle therapy are still incomplete and strongly required. Specifically, the beamof interest for particle therapy
applications are the species either currently available in particle therapy or considered promising alternatives,
such as 12C, 16O and 4He at energies between 200MeV/u and 400MeV/u,while the reference targets are 16O,
12C and 1Hnuclei, being themost abundant elements in the human tissues [4, 5]. In proton treatments afixed
RBE equal to 1.1 [6] over thewhole range is currently adopted in clinical practice, however the experiments show
a significant increase in RBE above 1.1 [7]. It has been recently suggested [8] that target fragmentation could be
responsible of this RBE increasing. Although, target fragmentation process has been almost completely
neglected so far because of the experimentally difficulties in detecting target fragments due to their short range.
Therefore, cross sections data for the production of both heavy and light target fragments produced in the
interaction of proton beams up to 200MeVwith 16O and 12C target are of great importance to understand the
impact of nuclear interaction on protonRBE.

The same fragmentationmechanisms play a fundamental role also in space radioprotection. In fact, the
radiation environment in space can lead to serious health risks for astronauts, especially in long duration and far
fromEarth spacemissions (like human explorations toMars foreseen in the next deep decade). At present, the
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only effective countermeasure is passive shielding, which canmodify the spectrumof radiation traversing the
spacecraft wall due to nuclear fragmentation processes occurring. The threemain sources of energetic particles
in space are the following: Solar Particle Events (SPEs), mainly composed by protons emitted from the Sun
during coronalmass ejections and solarflareswith an energy reaching fewGeV;Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs),
composed by protons (∼86%), helium (∼12%) and heavier ions (∼1%), with a broad energy distribution (from
10MeV/u to the TeV/u region) peaked in the range 100–800MeV/n [9]; geomagnetically trapped particles,
composed of protons up to few hundredsMeV and electrons up to 100keV confined in theVanAllen belts by the
Earthmagnetic field. GCRs and SPEs are themost critical hazard for humans during deep space exploration
outside themagnetosphere of our planet. In fact, they can interact with the spaceship hull producing lighter and
highly penetrating radiation able to inflict a lethal dose and affect the stability of electronic devices [9]. Due to the
inverse proportion between themass stopping power and the atomicweight of the target, lightmaterials rich in
hydrogen aremore effective for shielding purposes. Polyethylene (C2H4) is the best compromise so far.
Experimental data investigating the fragments production for beam-target combinations relevant in space
radiation applications will be of great help to select innovative shieldingmaterials and provide
recommendations on space radioprotection for differentmission scenarios. Specifically, as primary beam
should be considered themost abundant particle species in space (i.e. proton, 4He, 7Li, 12C, 16O) in the energy
range up to 1000MeV/u as proxy for theGCRs and SPEs [10] , while as target polyethylene and aluminum
represent themost widely employedmaterials for spaceship shielding.

The FragmentatiOnOfTarget (FOOT) project [11] is an applied nuclear physics experiment aiming to
perform fragmentation studies of relevance for particle therapy and radioprotection in space. The FOOT
experiment has been designed tomeasurewith∼5%accuracy fragmentation double differential cross sections
with respect to the kinetic energy and the generation angle of the emitted fragments [12, 13]. The FOOT
measurements campaign includes beams of 4He, 12C, 16O in the energy range spanning between 200MeV/u and
700MeV/u impinging on thinC,C2H4 andAl targets. The experimental data collected by the FOOT experiment
would be of great importance for benchmarkingMonteCarlo (MC) codes, which are extensively used by the
scientific communities both in the hadrontherapy and space radioprotection fields. In fact, the available
transport codes suffer frommany uncertainties and they need to be verifiedwith reliable experimental data.

2. The FOOT experiment

The FOOT experiment has been approved and funded by the ItalianNational Institute forNuclear Physics
(INFN) in 2017. The project will provide useful and stillmissing experimental data for the characterization of
both projectile and target fragments in the energy range of particle therapy (40 to 400MeV/u) and space
radiation (700 to 1000MeV/u). The detection of target fragments is particularly challenging because of the very
short range travelled, resulting in a lowprobability to escape also the thinnest target practically feasible and in an
excessively long beam time required to collect a sufficient amount of data. Themaximumacquisition rate of the
experiment (i.e. 1 kHz)makes pointless any attempt to gather a good statistic by increasing the beam intensity.
Thus, target fragmentation induced by 50–250MeVproton beamswill be studied taking advantage of an inverse
kinematic approach. Specifically, 12C, 16O, and 4He beams impinging on twodifferent targets of C andC2H4will
be employed, thus boosting fragments energy andmaking their detection possible. Fragmentation cross section
onH target will be then obtained by subtraction of theC target from theC2H4 one [14]. However, the same
configuration also allowsmeasuring the projectile fragmentation of thementioned beams exploiting direct
kinematic. The design and optimization of the FOOT experimental setupwas based on a simulation of
200MeV/u 16Obeam impinging on aC2H4 target performed bymeans of the FLUKAMCcode [15, 16]. The
results show that fragments with Z� 3are forward peaked andmainly confined in a 10° angle with respect to the
primary beamdirection, emittedwith a kinetic energy per nucleon distribution centered around that of primary
beam. Instead, light fragments are characterized by an extremely broad spectrum in terms of both angular and
kinetic energy distribution.Moreover, FOOT requires a table-top experimental setup, easilymovable and
capable to performmeasurements in different experimental and treatment rooms of several European facilities
where the beams of interest are available. Following thementioned constraints, FOOT includes two
complementary experimental setup: an electronic setup based on amagnetic spectrometer to identify fragments
heavier than helium, and a setup exploiting the emulsion chamber capabilities to detect the light charged
fragments (Z� 4). The electronic setup (figure 1) consists in a pre-targetmonitor region, amagnetic
spectrometer, a scintillator detector withΔE andTime-Of-Flight (TOF) capabilities and a calorimeter. The
detectormeasuresmomentum, energy release, TOF and kinetic energy of each produced fragment in the solid
angle of the apparatus. The pre-target regionmonitors the beamdirection providing the number of primary ions
impinging on the target and their interaction point. It is composed of two elements: a thin plastic scintillator
Start Counter(SC) detector, which provides the trigger to thewhole experiment, the start time for the TOF
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evaluation and themeasurement of the incoming primary flux; a BeamMonitor (BM)drift chamber tomeasure
the newbeamdirection after crossing the SC and impinging point of the primary beamon the target and discard
deviated tracks produced by beam fragmentation in SC. A great precision on the beamdirection is necessary to
apply the inverse kinematic. Themagnetic spectrometer provides production vertex andmomentumof the
fragments through the tracking outside themagnetic field. It includes two cylindrical permanentmagnets (PM),
four pixel sensors of Vertex (VTX) detector placed between target and PM, two additional planes of pixel sensor
detectors (ITR) placed in between the two PMand three layer ofMicrostrip SiliconDetector (MSD) placed
beyond the secondmagnet. The downstream region is composed of two orthogonal planes of plastic Scintillator
bars (TW) and a 24 cm thick BGOcalorimeter (CAL) to provide the stop signal for the TOF evaluation, the
measurement of the fragments energy loss and kinetic energy. The distance of the TWandCALwith respect to
the target position changes according to the primary beam energy: TWandBGOare placed at about 1 m from
the target center-of-mass rest frame in the case of a primary beam energy of 200MeV/u, while at 700MeV/u
their position ismoved downstream to about 3 m in order to have the same angular acceptance. Alternatively, an
Emulsion Spectrometer (ES) placed behind the SC and the BM (figure 2)was designed in order tomeasure lowZ
fragments produced outside themagnetic spectrometer acceptance. The ES for the FOOT experiment has been
designedwith passivematerials alternated to nuclear emulsionsfilms,making afirst section dedicated to the
interaction and vertexing, followed by a charge identification section and the last one devoted to themomentum
measurements.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the FOOT electronic setup. The distance between the target and theΔE-TOF scintillator varies depending
on the energy of the primary beam. It is of∼1m for a 200 MeV/u beam and∼3m for a 700 MeV/u beam.

Figure 2. (Left) Schematic view of the emulsion spectrometer setup placed downstream the Start Counter and the BeamMonitor.
(Right) Scheme of the emulsion spectrometer composition.
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Adetailed description of all the detectors involved in the electronic setup, as well as the emulsion
spectrometer can be found in [11].

3. Fragments identification

The fundamental quantities to uniquely identify a fragment in terms of chargeZ andmass numberA are the
Time-Of-Flight (TOF), momentum (p), energy loss (ΔE) and kinetic energy (Ekin). Therefore, only particles
crossing all the apparatus can be correctly identified, in factΔE,Ekin,TOF, p are provided respectively by TW,
CAL, SC andTWsignals combination, the fragment charge evaluation coupledwith the rigidity (p/Z) evaluated
by the tracking and bending in themagnetic field. Several data taking for SC, TWandCAL detectors have been
performed to experimentally evaluate the resolutions onTOF,ΔE andEkin. The resolution on p has been
estimated throughMC simulations using a standardKalman tracking algorithm. The performances are reported
in table 1.

The study of fragment reconstruction capability of the FOOT experiment has been performed based on
FLUKA simulations. Thementioned resolutions have been applied as aGaussian smearing to the corresponding
quantities produced by the simulation in order to obtain an experimental-like data sample. The fragment charge
Z ismeasured by combiningΔE andTOFmeasurements in the Bethe-Block equation [17, 18]. Results reported
in table 2 show that fragments charge reconstruction precision ranges between∼6% for hydrogen to∼2% for
oxygen allowing a clear identification of the different charges. The redundancy of subdetectors in the FOOT
electronic apparatus is the key factor for the isotopic discrimination. In fact, the fragment number ofmassA
evaluation can be achieved by combiningTOF, p andEkinmeasurements in three different equations, as follow:

gb g
= =

-
=

-
A

p

U c
A

E

Uc
A

p c E

Uc E1 2
1k k

k
1 2 2 3

2 2 2

2( )
( )

whereU is theUnifiedAtomicMass (∼931.5MeV),β is the fragment velocity provided by the tracking path L
coupledwith theTOFmeasurement, defined asβ= L/(TOF · c), and γ is the Lorentz factor. The threemass
determinations are correlated by a commonquantity for each couple of equations. The position of the peak for a
fragment number ofmass evaluatedwith the equations (1) are centered around the expected values, with amass
resolution of∼3.5% forA2 and slightly worst forA1, while it is larger than 8% in theA3 case due to the error

Table 1.Resolutions onTOF,ΔE,Ekin and p evaluated
through dedicated beam tests orMC simulations bymeans of a
standardKalman tracking algorithm. The best performances
always refer to the highest fragment charges.

σ(TOF) [70–250] ps

σ(p)/p [3–5]%
σ(ΔE)/ΔE [3–10]%
σ(Ekin)/Ekin [1.5–2.5]%

Table 2.Reconstructed chargeZ and number ofmass cA 2 evaluated

through aχ2minimizationmethod for fragments withZ � 8 generated by a
200 MeV/u and 700 MeV/u 16O beam impinging on a 5 mmC2H4 target.
The values and the associated errors are themean value and theσ of the
Gaussian fit of the distributions, respectively. Thewidth in the distribution
is due to the resolutions applied to the quantities involved in the charge and
mass evaluation.

200 MeV/u 700 MeV/u

Fragment Z cA 2 Z cA 2

1H 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1
4He 2.0 ± 0.1 4.0 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2 4.0 ± 0.2
7Li 3.0 ± 0.1 7.1 ± 0.3 3.0 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.3
9Be 4.1 ± 0.2 9.1 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.2 9.0 ± 0.4
11B 5.1 ± 0.2 10.2 ± 0.4 5.0 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0.4
12C 6.1 ± 0.2 12.2 ± 0.5 6.0 ± 0.2 12.1 ± 0.5
14N 7.1 ± 0.2 14.3 ± 0.6 7.0 ± 0.2 14.1 ± 0.6
16O 8.2 ± 0.2 16.4 ± 0.7 8.0 ± 0.2 16.1 ± 0.6
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propagation. A standardχ2minimization approach performing afit to themass values is then pursued in order
to get the best number ofmass estimation among the three evaluation. Aχ2 cut can be additionally applied to
discard the bad reconstructed fragments. In order to reduce only of∼20% the statistics of the heavier fragments
(Z� 3), aχ2< 5 cut has been selected by looking at theχ2 distribution as a function of themass number. Table 2
reports themass number value and its resolution for some of the identified fragments. An example ofmass
number determination retrievedwith aχ2minimizationmethod is reported infigure 3(Left) for the carbon
fragments generated in the interaction of a 200MeV/u oxygen beamwith a polyethylene target. The isotopes
separation is clearly visible. Afit with a superposition of several Gaussian functions is applied, in order to
evaluate each isotope yield,mass and relative resolution. The charge identification and theχ2minimization
procedure assure a complete isotopic identification of each fragment generated in the beam-target interaction.
In the case of 700MeV/uprimary beam, onlyA1 provides a reliable number ofmass estimation. In fact, the
probability of secondary fragmentation and neutrons emission inside theCAL is particularly pronounced at
higher energy, thus leading to a frequent underestimation of the fragment kinetic energy.

The production differential cross section of the f th fragment with respect to its emission angle θ or
production kinetic energy Ekin is defined as follow:

s
q

q s
=

-

W
=

-

Wq d

Y Bgk

N N dE

Y E Bgk

N N
2

f f f
U

prim t

f

kin

f kin f
U

prim t E

( ( ) ) ( ( ) )
( )

whereY is the fragment yield,Nprim is the number of primary beamparticles,Nt is the number of target scattering
center,Ωθ andΩE kin are the angular and energy phase spaces respectively, ò is the reconstruction efficiency. The
background (Bkg) represents themisidentification probability of the charge andmass number of a fragment,
while the unfolding (U) process corrects the fragments distribution of the experimental effects that can lead to a
wrong counts of the produced fragments [19]. Figure 3(Right) reports an example of comparison between the
true and reconstructed cross section evaluated for 12C fragments producedwith onlyMC events in the
interaction of a 200MeV/u 16Obeam impinging on a polyethylene target. The result with a 700MeV/uprimary
beam is analogue. By integrating over thewhole energy or angle range, the total cross section is retrieved. The
procedure has been applied at data concerning bothC2H4 andC targets, in order to evaluate the result onHby
difference.

4. Performances study

Aperformances study varying the resolution onTOF, p andEkin has been performed in order to understand
which detectorsmostly affect the precision on themass number determination (referred to asσ(A)) and the

cross sections evaluationwith respect to theMCprediction (referred to as
s

s
f reco

f MC

,

,

). An example of the

dependence ofσ(A) and
s

s
f reco

f MC

,

,

from theTOF, p orEkin resolutions evaluated by keeping the other twofixed at

the standard precision (respectively 70 ps, 3.7% and 1.5%) is reported infigure 4 for 12C fragments. The plots
show thatσ(A) spans between 2.1% and 4.0%,while the reconstructed total cross section presents a general
agreementwith theMCvalue inside∼8%.The global underestimation of the latter should be related to an
overestimation of the efficiency by a constant factor at present under investigation. In fact, the analysis

Figure 3. (Left)Example ofmass number determination obtained through aχ2
fit for the carbon fragments producedwhen a

200 MeV/u 16Obeam impinges on a 5 mmC2H4 target. The isotopes separation refers to the case ofσ(TOF) = 70 ps,σ(p)/p = 3.7%,
σ(Ekin)/Ekin = 1.5%. In particular, peaks associated to 11C, 12C, 13C are clearly visible. Blu dots represent the reconstructed values and
the red line is thefitting function composed of the superposition of sixGaussian function. (Right)Example of comparison between the
MC (red dots) and reconstructed (blue dots) differential cross sections as a function of the fragment kinetic energy for 12C produced in
the interaction of a 200 MeV/u 16O beamwith a 5 mmC2H4 target.
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underlines also a general overestimation of∼7%of the number of events reconstructed with respect toMC
prediction.

5. Real data analysis

Experimental data collected inApril 2019 at theGSIHelmholtz Center forHeavy IonResearch (GSI) [20]with a
400MeV/u 16Obeam impinging on a 5 mmgraphite target (ρ= 1.83 g cm−3)have been analyzed to perform the
first FOOT fragments charge separation based on real data. A total of 4.5 · 104 events were acquiredwith a partial
FOOT electronic setup, composed of the pre-target region (SC andBM), VTX, TWand amodule of CALplaced
downstream the target at a distance of 2.23 m fromSC. The energy releaseΔE in the TWwas previously
calibratedwith 16O, 12C and protons beams [21]. The chargeZ of a particle impinging on the TW in position i is
evaluated by inverting the Bethe-Bloch formula [17, 18], as follows:

rd
b b g

b=
D

-
-

Z
E

x

A

KZ
log

m c W

I
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2

2
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i S
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where b =
d

c TOFi·
, d is the distance traveled by the particle and δx is the thickness of the twoTW layers

(δx= 6mm).TOFi is evaluated by combining the start time provided by SC and the corresponding stop time
obtained fromTW.The plot reported infigure 5 shows that different charged fragments can bewell
discriminated and an estimation of the charge values and the corresponding uncertainties can be obtained by
applying aGaussianfit to each peak. The results are reported in table 3, together with the differences with respect
to the expected charge value. The distribution does not contain any hydrogen particles because of the
experimental threshold chosen in the SC signals to discriminate the electronic noise, which also cuts events
below a certain charge. The results are satisfactory and in agreement with those predicted in theMCbased study
presented in section 3.However, the results can be considered as preliminary due to the very low statistics of
events correctly reconstructed (∼4.3 · 103 events) andwill be further improvedwith higher statistics
experimental campaign foreseen in 2021.

Figure 4.Percentage precisionwith respect to theMCprediction on the determination of themass number A (top) and the cross
sections evaluation (bottom) for 12C fragments produced in the interaction of a 200 MeV/u 16O beamwith aC2H4 target. The plots
show the dependence of the two quantities as a function ofσ(TOF), withσ(p) = 3.7%andσ(Ekin) = 1.5% (first column);σ(p), withσ
(TOF) = 70 ps andσ(Ekin) = 1.5% (second column);σ(Ekin)withσ(TOF) = 70 ps andσ(p) = 3.7% (third column).
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6.Discussion

The FOOT (FragmentatiOnOfTarget) experiment has been designed tomeasurewith a great accuracy nuclear
fragmentation cross sections for beams (i.e. 16O, 12C, 4He, p) and targets (i.e. O, C,H) relevant in particle therapy
and space radioprotection. The investigation of the former requires primary beam energies up to 400MeV/u,
while the latter up to 800MeV/u. The experiment has been originally conceived to study target fragmentation
occurring in the interaction of a proton beamwithmatter. The process is particularly difficult to experimentally
investigate, thus requiring a complex setup and fine experimental strategies, such as the inverse kinematic
approach.However, the same apparatus can be exploit to investigate the projectile fragmentation process. By
measuring and combining p,TOF,Ekin andΔE, the FOOT setup is able to identify the produced fragments in
terms of charge andmass, as well as their generation energy and production angle. In this work, a feasibility study
based on FLUKAMC simulations is presented, as well as the charge separation analysis of the first real data
sample collected by a partial electronic setup. The experimental resolutions of the detectors have been applied to
the simulated sample in order to recreate experimental-like data. The present detectors performances (i.e.σ
(TOF); 70 ps,σ(p)/p; 3.7% andσ(Ekin)/Ekin; 1.5%) allow to identify fragment chargewith a precision
spanning from∼6% for hydrogen to∼2% for oxygen and the fragment number ofmasswith a resolution
ranging between∼3.5% and∼4.5%, both for particles identified at primary beam energies of 200MeV/u and
700MeV/u. A feasibility study of the differential cross sectionswith respect to the kinetic energy of each carbon
isotope generated in the beam-target interaction have been evaluatedwith onlyMCdata and afterwards

Figure 5.Charge spectra obtained from the fragmentation of 400 MeV/u 16O ions beamon a graphite target. TheOxygen peak is due
to not interacting beamnuclei.

Table 3.Preliminary charge evaluation obtained by applying
Gaussian fits to the charge spectra of fragments produced in
the interaction of a 400 MeV/u 16O beamwith a 5 mm
graphite target. The charge values and the associated errors are
themean value and theσ of theGaussianfits, respectively. The
third column represents the difference between the
reconstructed charge value and the expected one.

Particle Z Diff [%]

H − −
He 2.5 ± 0.1 25.5

Li 3.1 ± 0.2 1.9

Be 4.7 ± 0.2 15.3

B 5.6 ± 0.2 10.1

C 6.4 ± 0.2 6.7

N 7.3 ± 0.2 3.7

O 7.9 ± 0.2 −1.8
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comparedwith theMCprediction. The results onC2H4 andC targets have been directly assessed, while
differential cross sections on aH target is retrieved by combining through subtraction the results on the formers.
For all the targets investigated, the results on the total cross section are compatible within the uncertainties with
theMCpredictions. A performances study varying the resolution onTOF, p andEkin in a reasonable range
around their experimental values has been performed in order to estimate the impact of each detector on the
accuracy of the cross section determination. The results point out a dependence of the latter on the
reconstructed kinematics quantities. Therefore, the highest precision is required for each subdetector in order to
decrease the discrepancies with respect toMCprediction. In particular, the dependence on theTOF precision is
much stronger than the influence of p andEkin resolutions. The analysis of the first experimental data acquired
with the FOOT apparatus in 2019 underlines a good capability of the setup to discriminate well the produced
fragments charge.

7. Conclusions

The FOOT experiment proposes several experimental campaigns to improve the characterization of the
complex radiation field generated by the interaction ofmedium-high energy beams (200–1000MeV/u)with
targets for applications in particle therapy and space radiation protection. The fragments charge discrimination
obtained from the analysis of the first experimental data collected in 2019 validates the precision predicted by the
study ofMCdata.Hence, thefindings of this work lay the foundation for future experimentalmeasurements
and analysis foreseen in 2021.

Data availability statement

The data generated and/or analysed during the current study are not publicly available for legal/ethical reasons
but are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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